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Why does everything I have get stolen away by Janet?! Why?! Emily clutched at Megan’s hands tightly 

and shook her head. “Mommy, it’s not the same! Janet is Janet, and I am me! She has gotten everything 

she wants. Why does she have to snatch away what belongs to me?!” 

 

The first place of the competition was right at my fingertips. Why did Janet have to appear and destroy 

my dreams?! What else can that b*tch do aside from writing novels?! Oh, I forgot. That b*tch is also 

good at seducing men! I’m being so benevolent by not telling J’Adore about her affair with Mason. So, 

why is she still forcing me into a corner and pushing me into a dead-end?! 

 

Megan and Brian had never seen Emily so emotionally distraught before. Thus, they could only comfort 

her by saying, “Emily, you’ve misunderstood. The winner of this competition has not been decided yet. 

There’s no guarantee that you’ll win either!” 

 “That’s right. Emily, why don’t you practice the song you are going to perform in the next round? 

Perhaps, you might even tie with Janet. It will be nice to win the competition together!” 

If both Janet and Emily won the competition, then the Jackson Family’s reputation will soar greatly. It 

would establish a great reputation in Sandfort City for the Jackson Family! 

 

“Tie?!” Emily instantly broke free of Megan’s arm. “It doesn’t matter how much I prepare! Janet will 

surely win!” 

 “Emily, why are you so certain about that? Don’t forget; Janet spent much less time learning the piano 

than you did. Why are you panicking now?” Megan could not understand. What is wrong with Emily? 

Why is she giving up after the preliminary round? 

 

“Janet’s song ‘Untitled’ isn’t her original creation! It’s plagiarized from Sweet Tune Guru! All the songs 

produced by Sweet Tune Guru are masterpieces! So, she will never lose! Whereas, my original creations 

will never win!” Emily roared at the top of her voice. That shout of hers was filled with deep grievances. 

 



Megan and Brian shrank back in shock when they heard those words. They were stunned for several 

seconds before they said, “Emily, you must not wildly accuse others of plagiarism. Do you have any 

evidence?” 

 “I’ve heard every single song Sweet Tune Guru ever played. The song Janet performed on stage today 

was one of Sweet Tune’s songs when she just debuted. It’s just that Janet rearranged the song a little. 

She is so shameless that she performed the song in the competition and claimed that it was her original 

creation! So, why don’t you tell me: how can I possibly win?!” 

Megan and Brian felt as if they were struck by lightning after they heard what Emily said. Oh, my God! 

 

“Are you telling the truth?!” Megan opened her eyes wide, seemingly unable to accept the truth. It had 

not been easy for her to finally acknowledge Janet from the bottom of her heart. And now, she learned 

that the daughter she acknowledged was completely unethical! She had always understood the severity 

of plagiarism. If I don’t expose Janet right now, it will be very unfair toward Emily. But… I can’t bear to 

expose Janet either. Regardless of what she did, she is still my flesh and blood. On the other hand, this 

girl in front of me is somebody I raised for 18 years! For a moment, Megan felt as if the sky was about to 

collapse on her. 

 

Emily secretly glanced at Megan. Then, she intentionally rubbed her eyes and nonchalantly said, 

“Mommy, I was just being emotional just now. Don’t blame Janet. After all, Janet wants to be good at 

everything. I’m just fulfilling her wishes!” 

What they didn’t know was that a girl was standing outside the door, eavesdropping on their 

conversation. Hazel clenched her fists tightly and hurriedly fled the scene. Walking into the room the 

organizers had prepared for Sheldon, she exploded in rage. “She is so shameless! I’ve never seen 

anybody more shameless in my life!” 


